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THE RESULTANT OF SEVERAL
HOMOGENEOUS POLYNOMIALS

IN TWO INDETERMINATES

KUNIO KAKIE

Abstract.   We give one method of determining the degree of the highest

common factor of several homogeneous polynomials in two indeterminates.

0. Introduction. Let us consider r homogeneous polynomials in two indeter-

minates. The problem to engage our attention is to determine the degree of

their highest common factor. When r = 2, the classical elimination theory

gives a condition in order that two polynomials have a common nonconstant

factor (cf. B. L. van der Waerden [3, vol. I, Chapter 4]; R. J. Walker [4,

Chapter I]). In the general case when r > 2, B. L. van der Waerden gave one

condition in order that r polynomials have a common nonconstant factor [3,

vol. II, Chapter 11]. It is not difficult to complete this theory in order to give

an answer to the problem proposed above (see Propositions 1, 2; cf. J. M.

Thomas [2, Chapter V]). In this paper, we give another answer to the above

problem in the general case (Theorems A and A*). This result seems to be a

more natural generalization of the classical resultant theory in the case of two

polynomials. Moreover it leads to a theorem (Theorem in §5) which possesses

a fruitful application to the theory of involutive systems of partial differential

equations in two independent variables (cf. K. Kakie [1]).

The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor R. J. Walker

for correcting some errors.

1. Main results. Let A' be a field and let A^x.j'] denote the ring of

polynomials in two indeterminates x, y. Let us consider r homogeneous

polynomials belonging to A^x,^] of degrees «i, n2, ..., nr respectively:

Paix,y) = A^x"" + A^x^y + ■■■ + Aha]y"°        (a = 1,2,... ,r).

We shall write

n* = max{fla; 1  < a < r),        n% = min{«a; 1 < a < r).

Recalling the classical theory of resultants, we introduce the following matrix

for each integer I > n*:
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A0 A\.Anr
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^0 A\ Anr

M       Ar).Ar)
A0 A\ Anr

there being / — na + 1 rows of A^'s for each a = 1, 2, ..., r and / +  1

columns, the blank spaces being filled with zeros.

We shall now state our results.

Theorem A. In order that the polynomials Px, P2, ■ ■ ■, P. have a common

factor of degree > k, it is necessary and sufficient that rank fi„*+„t_£ " less than

n* + n% — 2k + 2.

This result is completed by

Theorem A*. The highest common factor of the polynomials Pj, P2, ..., Pr

is of degree k if and only if

j rank Rn*+nt_k_x = n* + n* - 2k,

(     rank R„*+llt-k = rank Rn*+„t_k_x + 1.

2. The case of two polynomials. Let P(x,y) and Q(x,y) be homogeneous

polynomials belonging to A"^,^] of degrees n and m respectively:

P(x,y) = A0x" + Axxn~xy + ■■■ + Any",

Q(x,y) = B0xm + Bxxm-Xy +■■■ + Bmym.

It is remarked that any factor of a homogeneous polynomial is necessarily

homogeneous (cf. R. J. Walker [4, Chapter I, §10]).

Proposition 1. P and Q have a common factor of degree > k if and only if

the rank of the following matrix is less than n + m — 2k + 2:

A0      Ax   ■    •    ■    •   An

A0    Ax •    •    •    •  A„

A0      Ax-    •    -A„

B0      Bx   •    •    •    •  Bm

B0     Bx   •    ■    ■    •  Bm

Bq     Bx-  -Bm_
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there being m — k + 1 rows of A 's, n — k + 1 rows of B 's and n + m — k + 1

columns in the matrix, the blank spaces being filled with zeros.

Proof. This is proved in just the same manner as in the argument stated in

B. L. van der Waerden [3, Chapter 4, §27] or R. J. Walker [4, Chapter I, §9].

In fact, it is easy to see that P and Q have a common factor of degree > k if

and only if there exist two homogeneous polynomials H and G belonging to

A[x,_v] of degrees m - k and n — k respectively such that HP = GQ. As is

readily seen, such polynomials exist if and only if the condition in the

proposition is satisfied.   Q.E.D.

3. The case of more than two polynomials of the same degree. We consider r

homogeneous polynomials of Afx,^] having the same degree n

Qaix,y) = B^x" + B\a'x"-ly +■■■ + B^y"

(a= 1,2,..., r).

In order that a polynomial is a common factor of Q\, ..., Qr, it is necessary

and sufficient that it is a common factor of 2a =i Qaua an<^ 2«=i Qavw

where u's and v's represent 2r indeterminates. Applying Proposition 1, we can

immediately obtain the following result (cf. van der Waerden [3, Chapter 11,

§77]).

Proposition 2. The polynomials Q\, Q2, ■ ■ ■, Qr have a common factor of

degree > k if and only if the rank of the following matrix is less than

2(/i - k + 1):

\B^ua     Ma)ua.Z4n)««

Z2#>ua    ZA(a)«„.Z*M«a

Z *&•>«„ 2*{"V    •    •    .2*W«a

ZZ?M,a     Z*^.2HMVa

Zi?^     Z2>f">„a.22^

Zfioa)"a SBfV    •    •    -22?<<\_

there being n - k + 1 rows of "2 B\a)ua, n- k + \ rows of 2 B\a)va, the blank

spaces being filled with zeros.

Let us now state our condition in order that Q\, ■ ■ ■, Qr have a common

factor of degree > k. We shall denote by S; the matrix Rt constructed from
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~B^     B^.B^

B^     B[».B^

fi,1'     B^-    ■    -B^

S,=.,

B^      B\r).B^

Btf     B\r).B^

B$     B\r).    •    -B^

there being I — n + \ rows of fi^'s for each a = 1, 2, ...,/-, the blank spaces

being filled with zeros.

Proposition 3. The r polynomials Qx, Q2, ■ ■ ■, Qr have a common factor of

degree > k if and only if the matrix S2n_k has rar,k ^ess than 2(n — k + 1).

Before proving this proposition, we prepare a lemma concerning the ranks

of fi's (and hence S"s).

Lemma. Assume that rank Rn*+/lt_k is less than n* + n% — 2k + 2. Then for

each integer a > 0

rank R„*+„t.k+a = rank R„*+„t-k + a.

Proof. We shall prove that for each integer / > n* + n+ - k, rank Rl+X

= rank Rj + 1. For brevity we denote rank Rj by y/. We say that the rth row

of Rj is independent or dependent according as it is linearly independent or

linearly dependent of the first v —  1 row-vectors of Rb and we call the

1 — na+ 1 rows of Rt constructed from the coefficients of Pa the ath block of

Rj. We first prove y„»+„,_*+! = Y«*+n»-/t + '■ Without loss of generality we

may assume that nx = n^. From the assumption that yn*+„t-k K. (n* — k

+ l) + (n* ~ k + 1)> we easily see that there exists at least one dependent row

in each block of R„*+„t_k except the first, and that for any a = 2, 3, ..., r

the fth row of Rn*+nt_k belonging to the ath block is dependent, (a + v - l)th

row and (a + p)th row of Rn*+nt_k + x are dependent. This fact shows that the

number of independent rows of R„*+„t_k + x is greater than the number of

independent rows of Rn*+„t-k at most by one; that is, yn*+„t-k+x < y„*+nt-k

+ 1. On the other hand, noticing the form of matrices fi's, we have that

rank Rl+X — 1 > rank R, for any integer I > n*. In particular, yn*+rlt_k + x

> yn*+nt-k +  '•   Hence   we   have   Yn*+n.-k+\   = Y«* +«.-A: +  ••   In   the   same

manner we can prove that y/+1 = y/ + 1 for each integer 1 > n* + n* - k.

What we have proved shows that yn*+nt-k+a = yn*+nt-k + a-    Q-E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3. Sufficiency. By multiplying the ath block com-

posed of the n - k + 1 rows of S2n_k constructed from the coefficients of Qa

by ua (resp. va) and adding them, we can construct the matrix in Proposition

2 and we readily see that the condition stated in Proposition 2 is satisfied.
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Hence Q\, ..., Qr have a common factor of degree > k.

Necessity. We say that a vector c = (ci,c2,... ,ca) is a null-vector of a

matrix M with a rows and b columns if c M = 0. To a vector

„ _ (M  J\) .0)     J2)   .(2) g(2) (r)     (r) (r)   s
e — l.e0   >el    ' ■ • • 'en-k'e0   >e\    ' • ■ • >en-A> • • • >e0  >e\   '■•■'en-k>

we can correspond the set of ordered r homogeneous polynomials, (Hit

H2,..., Hr), of degree n — k where

Ha(x,y) = e^x"-k + J^xT^y +■■■+ <>V*       (a = 1,2,..., r).

We say that the vector e and the set of ordered r polynomials iHx, H2,..., Hr)

are associated with each other. The finite sets of ordered r homogeneous

polynomials are said to be independent of one another if the vectors

associated with them are linearly independent over K. By the same argument

as in the proof of Proposition 1 (cf. van der Waerden [3, Chapter 4, §27]), we

see that the vector e is a null-vector of the matrix S2n_k ^ ana^ on^y ^ me set

of ordered r polynomials (Hi,..., Hr) associated with it satisfies the relation

(1) //, ix,y)Q{ (x,y) + H2ix,y)Q2ix,y) +■■■ + Hrix,y)Qrix,y) = 0.

Assume that Qa (1 < a < r) have a common factor of degree > k. We shall

first prove the assertion in the case when they have a common factor Cix,y)

exactly of degree k. We can write Qa = qaC, where qa are homogeneous

polynomials of degree n - k;

qaix,y) = a^]x"-k + a\a)x"-k-xy +■■■+ a^y"^       (a = 1,2,.. .,/■).

From the above fact we see that S2n_k has rank less than 2(n - k + 1) if and

only if there exist at least (r - 2)(« — k + 1) + 1 independent sets of ordered

r homogeneous polynomials of degree n — k which satisfy relation (1). On the

other hand, a set of r polynomials (flj,... ,Hr) satisfies (1) if and only if it

satisfies

(2) Hxix,y)qxix,y) + H2ix,y)q2ix,y) + ■■■ + Hrix,y)qrix,y) = 0.

Let us construct a matrix with r(n — k + 1) rows and 2(n — k + 1) — 1

columns:

> «.(i)-.e}A
4°    «,(0.a[%

a0 fll.«n-A

a0 al.a«-A

a0 a\.an-k

Jr)         (r) (r)
a0 a\.an-k_
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there being n - k + 1 rows of cra''s for each a = 1, 2, ..., r, the blank spaces

being filled with zeros. Clearly there exist at least (r — 2)(n — k + 1) + 1

independent null-vectors of the above matrix. Hence, by the same reasoning

as before, there exist at least (r — 2)(n — k + 1)+ 1 independent sets of

ordered r homogeneous polynomials of degree n — k which satisfy relation (2).

By the fact already remarked, this shows that S2n_k has rank less than

2(n - k + 1). Let us now prove the assertion in the general case when Q's have

a common factor of degree > k. Suppose that they have a common factor of

degree h > k. Then by the result already proved, rank S2n_h is less than

2(n — h + 1). By the above Lemma, rank S2„_k = rank S2„_h + (h — k).

Therefore rank S2n_k is less than 2(n — h + 1) + (h - k) < 2(n — k + 1).

Thus the proof of necessity is complete.    Q.E.D.

4. Proofs of Theorems A and A*. The proof of Theorem A: A polynomial is

a common factor of the polynomials Px, ..., Pr if and only if it is a common

factor of the polynomials

j Px(x,y)xn*-"'-''/        (0 < i </!*-«,),

] P2(x,y)xn*-^-iyi       (0 <i<n* - n2),

\ Pr(x,y)xn*-"'-'/        (0 < i < n* - nr).

Apply Proposition 3 to the polynomials (3) of degree «* and transform

adequately the matrix in the obtained condition, then we see that the

polynomials (3) have a common factor of degree > k if and only if

rank R2n*-k is less than 2(n* — k + 1). In order to complete the proof, it is

necessary to show that rank R2n*-k lS less tnan 2(n* — k + 1) if and only if

rank R„* +nm _k is less than n* + n* - 2k + 2. As remarked in the proof of the

Lemma in §3, rank Rl+X — 1 > rank R: for each integer I > n*. Hence if

rank R2n*-k is less than 2(«* — k + 1), then rank R2n*-k-\ 1% less tnan

2(m* — k + 1) — 1. If we use the above inequality («* — n+)-times successive-

ly, then we find that rank Rn*+„t-k is less tnan n* + n* — 2k + 2. Conversely

assume that rank Rn*+„t-k is less than n* + «+ — 2k + 2. By the Lemma,

rank R2n*-k is equal to rank R„*+nt-k + (n* — «+). Hence rank R2n*_k is less

than 2(#i* - k + 1).   Q.E.D.
The proof of Theorem A*. If rank Rn*+nt_k_x is less than n* + n* - 2k,

then by Theorem A the degree of the highest common factor of P,, ..., Pr is

greater than k. If rank Rn*+nt_k_x is greater than n* + «„ — 2k, then it

follows that rank R„*+nt-k is equal to or greater than n* + n* - 2k + 2.

Therefore, by Theorem A, the highest common factor of Px, ..., Pr has degree

less than k. Hence the assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem A.

Q.E.D.

5. Supplementary result. We shall deduce from Theorem A* a theorem

which possesses an application to the theory of partial differential equations

in two independent variables (cf. K. Kakie [1]). Consider the polynomials

Q\, Qi> ■ ■ ■ > Qr °ftne same degree n given in §3.
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Theorem. Suppose that rank Sn+X = rank Sn + 1. Then the degree of the

highest common factor of Qx, ..., Qr is equal to n + 1 — rank S„.

Proof. The assumption implies that rank St = rank Sn + I — n. Hence we

readily obtain the following equality:

rank S2n_,„+l_s)_x = 25 - 2 = 2{« - (« + 1 - 8)},

where 8 = rank Sn. Hence by Theorem A*, we obtain the desired result.

Q.E.D.
An elementary proof of this theorem given by M. Matsuda is found in K.

Kakie [1, §3, Lemma 2].
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